Since no computer based dictionaries exist for Maltese, the only analysis that can be made at present is rule based. The paper describes a rule based system taking into account the mixed origins, (semitic and romance), of Maltese to categorise function and verb words. The system separates the database, the rule formalisms and the rule definitions, enabling easier analysis and quicker changes to rules when necessary.
~ITRODUCHON
Maltese is written in Roman script using 30 letters made up of six vowels and twenty four consonants. Of particular interest are two graphemes gh and ie which though written as two letters are actually considered as one grapheme in the language. A recent survey, based on the most well known Maltese dictionary [l] , found that the origin of the words is 40% Semitic, 40% Romance (Italian) and 20% English. The linguistic processing has therefore to take into account this mixed structure. The purpose of this work was to analyse the words to try and distinguish function words and verb words in the running text, within a text-to-speech synthesis application. This is necessary to obtain pause information at appropriate word boundaries. Therefore only a partial lexical analysis is being considered. The method used here involves a rule based system with separation between the rule definitions, the rule operations and the input data formalism. Two databases have the function words and the verb words respectively, to compare with the word under test. The rule formalisms are kept in small local tables pertaining to the various rules under test. In this way addition/deletion of the data is completely independent of the rule formalism, and rules can be added or amended independently of each other.
MALTESE HNGUISTICS
As in other Semitic languages, Maltese words of semitic origin do not have a stem to which affixes are connected, but rather use transfixes. The stem or root is made up of a number of consonants, which can never occur in isolation, and whose order cannot be altered. Transfixes are then added to the root, sometimes also with prefixes and suffixes. This subdivision is important as it helps in the syntactic analysis. The definite article is associated with a noun or adjective, the pronoun is associated with a noun phrase, a conjunction introduces a phrase, and the adverb indicates a verb phrase. Many function words can be of more than one type, and depend on the sentence syntax for the outcome. 
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LINGUISTIC ANALYSIS
To keep the same formalism, the same data structure is defined for the analysis of the function words and the verb words. This consists essentially of the stem consonants, the stem word, the part of speech, and the lexical group. The lexical group relates to the VC, (vowel consonant) sequence within the word. This order gives rise to different manipulations of prefixes and suffixes with the stem, and therefore different sets of morphological rules.
Function Word Analysis
The word under test is first checked for a valid function word. The analysis starts by looking for valid suffixes. The remaining stem is analysed for the consonants within the stem. The function word database is then examined for keys with the same consonants or more. Each corresponding entry has its lexical group which is then used for the test. 
where Type can be (+,,-) meaning addition, no addition, deletion or (+/-) meaning delete the left string and add the right string.
Letter Strings are ASCII strings to add or delete. In cases where no operation or only one type of operation is to be done, the rest of the field is left blank. Position is optional and denotes where in the stem the change should happen. The position is with respect to the end (right hand side of stem). Default is 1 and means abut to the stem. For example (+)('e')(2) means add to the stem letter e at position 2 from end of the stem (+/-)(a'/ieg~) means delete the part iegL~ from the stem end and substitute with a'. No operation is also valid. The decision for validity depends on whether the resulting stem, after stem operations, is a valid lexeme in the database.
Verb Word Analysis
If not a valid function word, a further test is made to check whether it is a valid verb word. Verb word analysis is initially different from function word analysis since verb words earl also have prefixes. All possible consonant group sequences made up of two or more consonants from the surface word are considered, starting from the sequence with all the consonants in the surface word. Initially these groups are passed through the irregular verb list, then through the mute verb list, and then through the database. (Mute verbs are those that have a consonant in the stem that is missing in the surface form). Any consonant groupings found in the surface form that have entries in the dictionaries (irregular, mute or main) are potential candidates. For the first potential candidate the lexeme stem part defined as that part of the surface word that incorporates the lexeme consonants is isolated. If any prefix or suffix stems result, these are examined using the morphological rules for verbs. This results in either rejection since the affix stems cannot result in valid affixes, or valid affixes. If the affix stems have any remaining parts after valid suffix and prefix assignment, it is returned to the lexeme stem. The lexeme stem is now examined for a valid lexeme stem for the particular database lexeme under test. This is done by a separate rule set for each verb type. If it is validated the stem has the immediate prefix and suffix restored. (This should exclude all pronoun suffixes). This results in a word form (P).X.(S), where P is an optional prefix, and similarly for the suffix. This diminished surface word form is used to obtain, from the linguistic database for the verb type, the linguistic analysis for the word. The rules are based on the root which is the 3rd person singular masculine in the past tense. The keys of the database contain the consonants of the root. Sixteen verb categories are defined in the database. Each verb category has a number of formalisms, defined as VC patterns, the surface word is allowed in the stem part for that particular verb category. Each VC formal pattern has in turn, a set of rules :
(prefix) + stem + (suffix) (2) where the optional prefix and suffix are defined in the rules. One entry in the rule set for verbs of category type Vl 1 is as follows j ; u +VCCC+ verb(indicative, present, 2nd person plural)
The first column has format <prefix 1>, <prefix 2> ..<prefix i> ; <suffix 1>, <suffix 2>, .. 
